PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

This time I want to do a little nagging about participation. The ICG has a lot of things to offer and a lot of new ideas for activities and promotion. But none of these things can happen without member participation.

Our newsletter and website, the two biggest promotional tools we have at this point, are basically the product of two people. They’re fabulous for what they are but it could be so much more if everyone felt the urge to contribute. Articles, links, suggestion, advertisers (yes, you can stump for the ads, too); Jeff and Denise would welcome input from all of you.

And if you can’t do it yourself, how about badgering someone else into contributing? Say you know someone who did a great job with their first tailoring/welding/insert random technique here; and you think their story of how they proceeded, what problems they ran into, how they solved a difficult part would be interesting to others (cause it would be). Tell them so. Suggest they write up their experience, add a photo and send it in. I’ve done it; it works. Making a specific suggestion gets a better result than “maybe you could write something.”

Or maybe they’re an expert in some field. If it’s a topic they’ve already devoted considerable time to then a summary isn’t that difficult. Or if they’ve gone further and already published online – that’d be a good link from our website.

How about a suggested resource list? That would be good content online. A book/event/convention review is always good. And speaking of same – know any upcoming events or conventions that costumers might like to attend? Jeff has a place for those on the site, Denise puts them in the newsletter. Drop them a line and let them know what’s going on in your neck of the woods.

Speaking of events/conventions – going to any this year? Odds are good you’ll be attending at least one. At the very least, bare minimum, you could bring some flyers to promote the ICG; contact Karen Heim who heads the PR committee on what we have available. Maybe the organizers of the event would let you head-up a panel or two on costuming and the ICG. Make your friends help you.

Extreme participation? Volunteer to help organize some of their costuming related events, up to and including the Masquerade, if need be.

You may be the only ICG member at a particular event, so volunteer and make us look like the good guys. ICG members are slowly making their presence known in a variety of venues from WorldCon to DragonCon, from media to anime cons. At DragonCon this year, Aurora Celeste ran the Friday night costuming event and Continued on Page 2

EDITOR’S MESSAGE

What Nora said. But also my heartfelt thanks to all who have contributed to the newsletter during my first year as editor. Writers, photographers, editing staff, advertisers, folders, staplers, mutilators … To Betsy who put up with endless calls for advice, Dana who offered me support at the outset, Carl who said more than once “it’s your newsletter, do whatever you want,” Nora who continued that theme, and Richard Man, who’s kindly given me permission to reprint “many” of his photos in multiple issues of the newsletter. And especially to sweet Jay, who has sat in front of the tv with me more than once when mailing parties were just us two, and who minds the girls while I write editors messages and curse the inventors of WordPerfect. Thanks a really lot, everyone!

Meanwhile, the trusty (but not dusty!) ICG Board of Directors, web people and I have been cooking a (noxious) plan. Bulk mail seems to be taking forereverever to deliver the newsletter. Accordingly, we’re investigating offering online access to ICG members in addition to sending out hard copies of the newsletter. It’s important to note that this is in addition to, NOT instead of, hard copies of the newsletter. A hard (paper) copy of the newsletter will still be sent to your home unless you specifically tell us not to. If you have a chance, email us at newsletter@costume.org, and tell us if you would be interested in this option if it was offered at some point in the future (the online version, by the way, would include color versions of the many of the photos you’ve been seeing in the newsletter). We are such a service oriented group!!!!

I owe an apology, by the way, to Jeff Morris. Sorry Jeff. You really are a “Super-guy”! I identified him as Jeff Harris in the caption to the picture of him in the last issue. Thanks to those who pointed out my error.

Last, but by no means least, we’re going to try and get out the holiday season issue of the newsletter a little early this year. So get us your submissions early - by November 1st, please, and thanks in advance!

Say it with me: “Submit early, submit often!!”

Congratulations to Trinity Blood!
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several panels. And other ICG members (including Marty Gear, Judy Mitchell, Jan Price, Dany Sloane and many others whose names slip my mind this instant) were tapped for judging, panels and participated in many of the events. Hopefully we’ll have a review from someone who was there for the newsletter. This is a growing venue.

On the West Coast, a number of members are participating at some of the large anime cons (they have several out there). Kevin Roche, Andy Trembley, Richard Man and Karisu-sama (and others) have all made contributions towards getting the ICG’s name out there to a largely untargeted pool of costumers.

Be proud to be a member of the ICG. What we do as a hobby is creative, educational, inspirational and therapeutic. We are artists, every one of us, who should share our passion and experience whenever and wherever we can. So step up, speak out and flaunt the fact that you’re a costumer and a member of the International Costumers’ Guild.

The ICG is the sum of its parts - you’re one of the parts.

Nora Mai
ICG President

ICG TREASURER’S REPORT

September 15, 2006
Submitted by Bruce MacDermott
ICG Treasurer

I have been working on entering the transactions for the year to date into a financial management application. This has been hampered by the minimal information I received when I took over the Treasury. I expect to have all of the records entered by the end of September. Meanwhile, here is the situation as of the writing of this report.

The current state of finances can be seen in the Balance Sheet:

Balance As of 9/15/2006 (Accrual Basis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSETS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash and Bank Accounts</td>
<td>$6,599.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking</td>
<td>6,599.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL Cash and Bank Accounts</td>
<td>$6,599.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Invoices</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memberships Receivable</td>
<td>108.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-Deposited Funds</td>
<td>164.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL Other Assets</td>
<td>272.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ASSETS</td>
<td>$6,871.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIABILITIES &amp; EQUITY</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIABILITIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Liabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Tax</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>87.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL Other Liabilities</td>
<td>87.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL EQUITY</td>
<td>$6,783.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL LIABILITIES &amp; EQUITY</td>
<td>$6,871.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cash flow can be summarized with the following report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income/Expense Report</th>
<th>Year-to-Date</th>
<th>Last 30 Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCOME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memberships</td>
<td>1,354.00</td>
<td>102.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad Sales</td>
<td>270.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL INCOME</td>
<td>$1,624.00</td>
<td>$162.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| EXPENSES                       |              |              |
| Member                         |              |              |
| Awards                         | 114.60       | 0.00         |
| Computer                       | 22.47        | 22.47        |
| Postage                        | 543.72       | 0.00         |
| Printing                       | 1,557.62     | 0.00         |
| Supplies                       | 44.78        | 0.00         |
| TOTAL EXPENSES                 | $2,283.19    | $22.47       |

OVERALL TOTAL                  | $659.19      | $139.53      |

As you can see, the corporation has incurred a net loss of $659.19 for the year-to-date. This is not bad, considering the loss of income from the CGW and the GBACG, while we continue to send out the ICG newsletter to their members.

Next issue I will have the budgeted numbers entered into the accounts and will be able to report on how we are doing compared to our budgeted projections.

Non-Profit Group Exemption Status

I have been in contact with the IRS and discussions have begun on the Board of Directors to address the issues that will have to be worked out to meet the current requirements for Group Exemption Status for "subordinate" organizations (Chapters). It remains to be seen if the requirements will be acceptable to any of the chapters. I assure you that your Board Representatives will be keeping you posted as the discussions progress.

We are looking for a computer savvy person to take on the position of Assistant Treasurer - Membership. This person will have the following responsibilities:

1. Receive data from chapters & newsletter editor.
2. Update membership database.
3. Send updated database to Treasurer once a month.
4. Generate mailing label file for newsletter every other month
5. Work closely with the Treasurer to keep information flowing

If you would like to volunteer for this thankless, wonderful, exciting, interesting [feel free to insert any adjectives you like] position, please contact me at Bruce-T@mnouveau.com.

Respectfully Submitted,
Bruce MacDermott, ICG Treasurer
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Photography with a Compact Digicam
by Richard Man, Copyright © 2006

So, you picked up one of those FOUR MEGAPIXELS OPTICAL STABILIZING 4X ZOOM digital cameras. Now what do you do with it? In this article, I will give some tips on how best to use the camera, with some emphasis on costume photography.

A digicam is short for "digital camera," and typically refers to the pocket-fitting, stylish accessory that happens to take pictures. Most cameras are pretty good these days. Stick with major brands and avoid cameras that are unusually cheap or expensive; there is always a catch. Currently, $200 to $250 is a "sweet spot" for digicams. At this price range, the camera has 4-5 megapixels, which is good enough for web pictures, 4x6" and even 8x10" enlargements. Cameras with higher megapixel counts are not really necessary, and just create bigger files resulting in slower camera operation.

The camera should respond quickly. Turn it on; how long before it is "awake" enough to take a picture? Press the shutter button; how long does it take to focus and take the picture? Try it with the flash enabled as well. How long do you have to wait before you can take another picture?

Do the controls feel comfortable to you? Do the control and software menus look confusing or well thought out? How good is the video mode? Does the recording look jerky or smooth? Finally, consider getting one with "macro mode" to take close up pictures.

Figure 1 Make sure the buttons are not too large or too small

Control that Camera

Digicams are meant to be "idiot proof." Turn on the camera, press the shutter button, and you will get a beautiful picture. At least that's what the manufacturers want you to believe. Spending a little time on a few important features will improve your actual picture quality greatly.

It is important to learn where your camera auto-focuses. "Artsy" photographs aside, if a picture is out-of-focus, it's not going to be a good picture. Your camera will usually do a pretty good job, but sometimes it can be fooled. One classic example is two out-of-focus people with a background sharply in focus. Try shooting a scene like that before you meet those two once-in-a-lifetime costumers! If you know the camera mis-focuses in certain situations, you can focus on the subject you prefer by centering it in the viewfinder, half-pressing down on the shutter button, then moving the camera (while still holding the shutter button) to re-compose the image.

Another feature to check out is the hue and saturation color adjustment menu. If you find your pictures too "cold" (e.g. too blue or yellow), adjust the hue slider in the display in the "plus" direction. Alternatively, if your pictures are too red, adjust the hue in the "minus" direction.

"Saturation" is how rich a color looks. For people, a "softer" saturation look usually looks better, but for flora and costumes, you may want a stronger "punch."

Do not jab the camera when pressing the shutter, because shaking the camera makes the pictures blurry. Press gently halfway down for the camera to focus and then push down firmly. Don't immediately pull your finger up as if it is on fire. Just lift it off gently.

It's All About The Light

Pay attention to lighting: its quality, colors, direction and how it interacts with the subject’s features. Look at the tones and the textures. Are they the effects you want? A softer light is preferred in most cases. Examples of soft light include sunlight filtering through the clouds, incandescent lights with lampshades, or lights bouncing off walls and ceilings. Any light that is diffused looks softer.

For portraits, there is no better light than the so-called "Rembrandt light" – light coming in at similar direction from where you are shooting. It gives a lovely texture to the subject. The worst lighting is strong overhead light (e.g. noonday sun, or strong hotel overhead lights). This causes eye sockets to become dark circles with no details. Fortunately, even in this situation, you can use something called "fill flash" (see below).

Figure 3 "Rembrandt" light, but vampire casts no shadow?

Ambient Light

If at all possible, taking pictures via natural light outdoors is the best. Noon sun is brutal. Sunlight filtering through hotel plants often leaves strange shadows. Try a slightly shady area close to hotel walls; building lights provide accent lighting and the walls diffuse the natural light.

Continued on Page 4
Photography Continued from Page 3
If going outside is not possible, try to take advantage of light coming in from a window. Having a window right in back, though, is the same as having the sun right behind the subjects. This is called "backlighting" and usually makes pictures come out too dark.

Rule Number One: avoid shooting toward the sun or a similarly strong light source. Window light coming in from the side is fine.

Figure 4 Window light
If you are inside a hotel or convention center, lights can be all over the place. Look at how shadows fall on the eyes. If they look like dark circular blobs, sometimes moving just a few feet over can make a big difference. Sometimes using a flash will help.

Using Flash
Flash is great in that it gives better pictures most of the time. However, flash takes character and textures out of the subjects. If you are taking indoor pictures, they often create dark backgrounds for your subjects. Flash lighting is like fast food: cheap, fast, and may even be edible if not very tasty.

To tame the flash and give your pictures a better look,

Rule Number Two is to check the menu to determine how to turn the flash output down. This is usually given in terms of + or - settings. Try something between - 2/3 and - 1 1/2. This tells the camera to use more light from the area where you are shooting and rely less on the flash itself. Sometimes this gives a slight blurry image as you are no longer relying on the flash to "freeze" your subject, but it may give a better overall image.

Figure 5 Effective use of fill flash

Picture Taking and Posing 101
How close you are to the subject affects the relative size of the subject as related to its surroundings (this is known as perspective). Generally speaking, if you are taking portraits with just the face or half body, standing about 6 to 8 feet away and zooming in gives a good "neutral" perspective. Closer, and you get the wide-angle effect of big noses or distorted heads.

Try to level yourself with the head of your subject if you are taller. Otherwise, the subject looks like they have a big head with short torso and legs. If you are shorter, try standing as tall as possible or even on chairs. A low angle shot (e.g. crouch down, pointing the camera up) emphasizes a "heroic" pose, but watch out for distortion making the legs look thicker than they are.

Avoid clutter in the background or things in the back "growing" out of the subject’s head (unless, of course, it is a Klingon with protruding forehead). Sometimes waiting for just a second longer or

Figure 6 Forced perspective: the woman in the right is physically shorter but the character is taller than the one in the left. Careful position creates the right illusion.

moving slightly to the right or left makes a big difference. Look for interesting lines, angles, abstract shapes to make a better composition.

If you expect some interaction between a couple of subjects, you can pre-focus the camera by pressing half way down on the shutter and holding it there. When the peak action happens, finish pressing down on the shutter fully. If you wait until the action happens before you focus, it will be too late.

The subject's head should be positioned slightly to the side, up to a 3/4 view, but do ask them to still look at you with their eyes. An in-character pose is more interesting than the standard face-on pose. In fact, anything is probably more interesting than a face-on hands-at-the-sides view.

Figure 7 The Catch!
Do remember that some the costumes may be just not the most comfortable thing to wear for an extended period of time.

Rule Number Three is that you should always be keen to the costumers' needs and wishes. You should not ask them to hold a pose for unduly long or keep on taking pictures when they are tired.

Smile and be friendly; most people will react in kind. I personally love candid shots ("artsy" photography), but you should always try to ask for permission first. Be critical of what you put on the web: no one needs to see a picture if the costumer looks tired or is in an unflattering pose. Of course be aware of copyright issues, or non-adults showing a bit more than they should.

Finally, taking pictures is fun and easy. Practice improves them. Go do it!

Richard Man is an avid semi-professional photographer. He and his wife Chris have been active in the science-fiction community for many years. He has served the community as Masquerade Photographer for a number of conventions, and was the official photographer and one of the Fan Guests of Honor at Anime LA 2006. He will be the official photographer of Costume-Con 26. His day job involves running a small software company with customers all over the world.
ICG-D LIST POLL:
What person or occurrence (real or fictional) inspired you to start costuming?

Two things really. The first was my mother, who dressed me as either a gypsy or a witch for every Halloween until I was twelve and demanded to design my own. They weren't great, and were of the "mum's old drawers" variety, but it was liberation. My first desire to design my own costume was when I was seven or eight and wanted a faerie costume. I know what faeries looked like; I'd seen them on television and in books. My mother agreed and decided that it would be made out of cheesecloth. That was fine...until I found out that cheesecloth essentially meant bandages! I hit the roof. I wanted what she called "netting", which I know now is actually tulle, which was actually less expensive than cheesecloth. I had a choice: cheesecloth or "mum's old drawers and a gypsy again." I went as a gypsy.

The second occurrence was going to my first SF convention and needing a costume. I was in college and had no money, so everything was made using my pink caftan. I started getting nasty comments about twenty years from now I'd still be wearing the caftan. I got irritated and started to design different things although it would still be a while before money allowed me to move beyond "mum's old drawers."

Alixandra Jordan
(Ed Note: Photo on right is Alixandra in her beautiful fairy costume - clearly she's no longer in her "mum's drawers"! Winner of many awards, including Best in Show and Workmanship-Artisan, Best Floral Design at Primedia in 1997, Best Artisan and Workmanship-Artisan in 2002, Sequin and Bead Embellishment at Toronto Trek 16, and Workmanship for Bead Detailing-Journeyman at TorCon 2003)

For me, although I had been to a few local cons (Balticon at any rate), it was Norwaycon 3 in 1989 that really galvanized me to begin costuming. It was my first Worldcon, in a city I felt comfortable in, and the Masquerade totally blew me away. I remember sitting way up high, with my mouth hanging open and probably drooling as the masquerade went on and the costumes seemed to get more and more incredible. Rather than being completely shut down and intimidated, I remember a very persistent "I HAVE GOT TO DO THAT" buzzing in my head. I still idolize you guys--I see more creativity at one day at Costume-Con than almost the whole rest of the year!

Lisa Ashton

For me it was Jim Henson and Labyrinth. Although I didn’t do the costume until almost 20 years later I so wanted to recreate Jareth’s costume. I saw possibilities with the masks that I hadn’t thought of before.

Kath the Puppeteer

I want a copy of the dress Mary Poppins wore after she jumped into the chalk drawing. (And the size 10-14 body to go with it would be nice too! *sigh*)

JoAnn Abbott

I always wanted the gold ballgown that Anna wore in the 1956 Yul Brynner film version of The King & I. Still want that darned dress. Still haven’t made it. But I’ve got a lot of others, and have danced at a lot of balls, and someday...

Denise Hartlove

It was the same movie for me. I saw it in the theater when I was 6 or 7, and I loved Deborah Kerr’s entire Victorian wardrobe. It inspired me to make my first historical costume. I sewed my hula hoop into one of my mother’s old circular skirts. Okay, so it was more of a wheel farthingale than a crinoline, but it was spot-on for me at that time.

Toni

I guess I would say that I was motivated by science fiction in general, and the designers Bob Mackie and William Wear Thieis in particular. My first self-made costume (in 6th grade or so) was Judy Jetson (from the Hanna Barbera cartoon, THE JETSONS), made out of bed sheets dyed pink. Her stiff triangular collar was cut out of cardboard and had pieces of the pink sheet glued to it. I then went trick-or-treating with two of my cousins, who were dressed as Chicago gangsters, LOL!

Karen Dick

I wanted my third doll to be a [starry-eyes here] Fairy Tale Princess. So I went to the library & looked up “costume.” The doll didn’t turn out too well, nor her costume, but I’ve made a thousand since then.

Ann Catelli

Carl took me to my first con, LUNAcon, in 1983. There Tina & Byron introduced me to Peggy and Pat Kennedy. Basically, Peggy told me there was no reason not to try costuming, since I already knew which end of the sewing machine was up. Then Peggy introduced me to Anne McCaffrey, and the rest is history.

Elaine Mami

I definitely eased into the shallow end of the pool, rather than dive in the deep end. Which is totally out of character for me. At a couple of Archons, Bruce The Lesser asked me to wrangle for him back stage and in the green room. This I was happy to do. One year, he wanted to do a presentation inspired by Pern, with a young dragon rider imprinting on a baby dragon about to hatch. There would be a large egg on stage, and a dragon inside casting its shadow on the inside of the egg. I volunteered to be the dragon, and to make my own dragon head and costume. The presentation went off well enough. It was either the next year or the year after, that I decided to bring my dragon head out from behind the egg. I’d made it of blue vinyl. I think because the Pern illustration book I bought showed blue dragons. In any case, I covered the dragon costume with black pants, put on a white shirt, black suit coat & tie, and a fedora. I was "Elwynn Blues, the Blues Dragon." The reaction I got from the Archon crowd as I came on stage hooked me for life. There isn’t any award you can win at a masquerade as good as that crowd response. Gotta have it, gotta have it.

Dave Kanoy

Continued on Page 7
ICG BoD Meeting Minutes
Submitted by Frances Burns,
ICG Recording Secretary

Summary minutes - see ICG-BOD Mailing List on the ICG web site (http://www.costume.org/) for original emails
July 13, 2006
ICG Member Transition Committee moves to create a new Standing Rule (SR) 13, as follows:
"Whereas membership in the corporation requires membership in a chapter in good standing with the corporation, to accommodate those members whose chapter, for whatever reason, becomes disassociated with the corporation and to maintain their full rights and representation as members of the corporation, an ICG Member Transition Chapter, hereinafter referred to as the T-Chapter, shall be created.
(A) This chapter shall exist when and only when there are ICG members of disassociated chapters who qualify for membership in the T-Chapter, as outlined below. When the T-Chapter exists, a corporate officer appointed by the President of the corporation shall become a de facto member of the chapter. (B) When a chapter disassociates itself from the corporation, its corporation members shall automatically be transferred on the corporate membership roster to the T-Chapter. Additionally, said members shall be notified in writing of this action. Such written notification shall include a description of the rights and obligations of T-Chapter members.
For multi-chapter members (as defined in SR5), if the disassociated chapter was not designated as the primary chapter, no action shall be taken and those members shall not be transferred to the T-Chapter. (D) Membership tenure in the T-Chapter shall be limited to: (1) the remaining "paid through date" on the corporation membership roster, or (2) one year, which ever comes first. (E) To remain members of the corporation, T-Chapter members must join another chapter in good standing with the corporation before their membership in the T-Chapter expires. (F) The T-Chapter members shall elect a representative to serve as a Director on the Board of Directors within sixty days of its becoming active. If no representative is elected within that period, the appointed corporate officer, as a member of the T-Chapter, shall appoint a representative from within its membership."
July 13, 2006
July 14, 2006
Motion designated 07-06-01
July 15, 2006
Discussion re managing exiting chapters
July 18, 2006
Section change to SR 14-31 that T-Chapter shall be established in the state of Maryland, the location of the corporation's registered
Continued on Page 7

Dreaming of Something Special?

Trims

Historic & Fantasy Crowns, Coronets & Circlets

Cloak & Dagger Creations
410 Great Rd., Littleton, MA
(978) 486-4414

Primary Distributor for: Crafty Fox Jewelry Designer * Metalsmith

Penannular Pins & Cloak Clasps

Clothing

www.cloakmaker.com

Mention this ad and get a free gift with your order!
ICG-D List Poll Continued From Page 5
I wanted to do theatre. It was probably the Ascot scene in My Fair Lady that got me thinking about costume, and a production of Once Upon a Mattress that actually go me designing and sewing.

Dina Flockhart

For me, you could trace things back to my childhood. My mother was a great seamstress, as was my grandmother, and she made all our costumes for Halloween, usually from our "designs" so to speak, primitive though they were.

In college Sandy and I belonged to a social group/pseudo-LARP (Ed. note: "Live Action Role Playing") sort of thing called the Sovereign State of Burgess. Our particular characters had their own costumes. However, the real inspiration for us was Denvention II, the Worldcon in 1981. We had gone to dinner rather than the masquerade. However, when we got back the masquerade was just ending. A friend of ours had volunteered as a catcher so we wandered over there. Caught the very last entry, the Egyptian Gods (hi, Karen!) We were stunned. When we saw the award ceremony and the winning costumes we really became hooked.

It took 2 years before we started entering at Worldcons. As you can see, the obsession lasted.

Pierre Pettigrew

I've been designing costumes since I was about Erin's age now (she's turning six in a little under a month). I have absolute evidence that I really was that young, because she's drawing the exact same princesses I was then. My maternal grandmother can be credited with giving me the taste for dress-up (as stated previously). And you could call it a genetic predisposition - my mom was into theatre in college, and it was costume she did while she was in the Cornell Drama Club. My sister unearfed proof in their archives.

The single individual that actually was responsible for getting me to costume was Carol Salem, in the summer of 1984, when I was at New Palz for their summer rep theatre program. She was working with her friend who was desiging "Funny Thing...Forum." I was working on the set construction for the show, and was stage managing "A Thousand Clowns" at the same time that summer. Normally I didn't have much to say to or do with the theatrical costumers, because a. I didn't sew, and b. I didn't like the design teacher.

Carol brought in several photo albums from L.A. Con, Constellation and Balticon. I'd gone to Balticon at the insistence of a friend. She dragged me to the con, but we got there so late, most of the masquerade entries were wandering around the halls, having already completed their presentations. I only saw something like the last three presentations, and Carol was last out, in a green sequined dragon costume. I didn't understand the significance of the timing until much later... So, when Carol was flipping through the album in the costume shop, I saw that photo and found out it was her. She took me back to her postage stamp apartment and gave me an up close personal tour of her Kachinas, several of her Star Wars costumes, and about a dozen photo albums. I can't say which one hooked me, but there I was, looking through Erté books and I got hooked, but good.

Over the course of the summer I made something like five costumes, using draping techniques and scraps from the costume shop bins. Throughout the next year, I designed my Moon Rules costumes, and about two dozen others (many of which appeared in the CC4 Fashion Folio), dragged an actor friend who was also a D&D player from college up with me, and Thom and I went on stage for the first time with Carol's suggestions for creating the presentation.

I spent more time that year designing costumes than I did designing sets.

Betsy Delaney

Board Meeting Minutes Continued From Page 6

corporation's By-Laws accepted as friendly amendment.

July 19, 2006

Discussion re ICG's history of record keeping difficulties and possible solutions to solve same.

July 24, 2006

Discussion re publication of ICG chapter activities in newsletter

July 29, 2006

SR 13-30 renumbered as SR 14-31

Vote Results: Yes, 13 votes, 100.00%, No, 0 votes, Abstain - courteously, 0 votes, Motion passes

Discussion re paid through dates, address corrections and report deadlines from ICG Treasurer

August 17, 2006

Online Archives/ICG Galleries Committee update given by Bruce Mai. Committee has start on submission process for photos to ICG photo galleries. Recommendation that two moderators be appointed by the Board to be in charge of inquiries before uploads, approving content, and answering any other questions that may come up.

August 22, 2006

These persons (on Galleries Committee) will also become part of the "Editorial Board" for the website. Committee being established to oversee the website & online archive activities.

Chapter Events Around the Country!

Beyond Reality Costumers Guild Annual Fall Event

SEE YOU IN COURT!!!

Costumes, Karaoke, Games, Prizes, Food, and Fun!
Saturday October 21, 7 P.M.
Costume Contests, Most Creative Dish,
Tastiest Dish, and Worst Food Pun.

For additional information, email Kate McClure at poobah@brcg.org
AND THE WINNERS WERE . . .
L.A.con IV Masquerade Winners

JUNIOR DIVISION - 3 entries
MOST HEROIC: "Fredo At The River", re-creation, worn by Nikki Baric, made by Nikki & Jacqui Baric.
BEST IN JUNIOR CLASS – RE-CREATION: "River Tam, from the film Serenity", made and worn by Tory Burnside-Clapp.
(NOVICE DIVISION - 6 entries)
HONORABLE MENTION: "The Ancient Dragon & The Wandering Warrior", an original design made by Arwen Grune, worn by Arwen and Ilana Grune.
BEST WORKMANSHIP: "Dragon of Autumn", an original design, made & worn by Dana Teh.
BEST IN NOVICE CLASS – ORIGINAL DESIGN: "Dragon of Autumn", made & worn by Dana Teh.
(JOURNEYMAN DIVISION - 9 entries)
WORKMANSHIP AWARD: "It's Mardi Gras Time", an original design, made & worn by Melissa Knappenberger, electric effects by Tom Meserole, based on a sketch by Alison Kondo. 
MOST BRILLIANT: "It's Mardi Gras Time", made & worn by Melissa Knappenberger
BEST IN JOURNEYMAN CLASS – ORIGINAL DESIGN: "Dreaming of The Stars", made & worn by Karen McWilliams and Stu Shepherd. 
(MASTER DIVISION - 15 entries)
HONORABLE MENTION: "Spring Awakening", an original design, made & worn by Joy Day.
HONORABLE MENTION: "The Red Badge Of Courage", re-creation with an original design, made by Bridget Landry, Kate Morgenstern, and Arabella Benson. Worn by Bill Taylor, Arabella Benson, Thomas Benson, Bridget Landry, and John Dougan. Explosion effects designed and built by Thomas Benson. Cube made by Bill Taylor. Alien designed and built by Kate Morgenstern, Arabella Benson, Thomas Benson, Bill Taylor, and John Dougan, worn by Kate Morgenstern.
BEST WORKMANSHIP: "Liamatron 2112", an original design, made & worn by Jeff Daniels.
MOST HUMOROUS: "Late Last Night In The Lava Lounge", an Original Design, made & worn by Kevin Roche (Conrad T. Lizard), Bruce & Dana MacDermott (bodyguard & alien fan), Yvette Keller (Croc-a-Dollie), Anne Davenport (Star Trek fan), & Zelda Gilbert (Fan). 
MOST BEAUTIFUL: "Handmaiden of Sauron", an original design, made & worn by Anastasia Hunter. 
BEST IN MASTER CLASS – RE-CREATION: "Foster's Home For Imaginary Friends", made & worn by M. Kwon, K. Kwon, L. Chen, L. Ikegawa, W. Kaa, and H. Lee, also known as "The Anything Goes School of Masquerade Arts."
BEST IN MASTER CLASS – ORIGINAL DESIGN: "Heritors of Yu", made & worn by Pierre & Sandy Pettinger, Tina Connell, and John Blaker.
BEST IN SHOW: "Trinity Blood", a Master re-creation, made & worn by A.J. Wu, Judy Grivich, Tristen Citrine, and Aimee Steinberger.
WORDS TO THE WISE
A Post-Masquerade Review from Martin Jaquish, L.A.con 2006 Masquerade Director

The L.A.con IV committee had concerns about spending, thus the Masquerade and tech budgets were tight. Despite that, our conversion of a basketball arena to a theater looked good and worked well. The technical crew was able to provide nice stage lighting, pleasing sound, and good video projection, and got much equipment via borrowing rather than renting. While the budget affected nearly all show elements, everything that the contestants and audience needed to enjoy themselves was there. There was good seating, with a section set aside for contestant use. When I went into the audience a few times during the show to check things from their perspective, there were smiles to be seen everywhere.

I was pleased that we were able to make a good stage surface by covering it with parquet flooring. This made a more solid and smooth surface than assembled risers provide. We had a flat-floor duplicate of the stage at the nearby Marriott, using the same flooring, so that contestants could practice day or night.

There are some things I wish I had done differently. The masquerade tech director and I had differing views about six large lights he wanted sitting on stage at the backdrop. The lights ended up staying on stage, and I probably erred in not insisting that they go.

Most of the judge decisions I agreed with, and judging appeared fair and unbiased, with a good mixture of Worldcon veterans and a couple of new faces. The M.C. was visibly perplexed at the beginning of his reading of awards, as results received from the judges were not in expected division format. All the Honorable Mentions got read together instead of by class. I'm kicking myself for not examining the results before they went to the M.C. as it's something I should have caught. But the majority of the audience stayed for the awards, and that was nice to see, as was the positive response to the hour of fine halftime entertainment by the Lux Theater group.

I like costume credits on the projection screens, as they avoid the cumbersome pronunciation of names, and make for a slick look and quick pace. I've done this previously without problems, but the video fellow disliked them, did some modifying and the "worn by" credits went missing.

Some staff names deserve special mention. Mike Donahue and Chuck Shimata were amazing with tech procurement and set-up. Larry Schroeder was an impressively dedicated tech director. Les Roth and the Des Moines traveling stage crew were tremendous help. Robin Donlan, who oversees Comic-Con programming and usually misses that masquerade, returned as head den parent as she had been for Worldcon 1996. Anastasia Hunter was astounding helpful assisting, and John Hertz provided tons of advice and details of past masquerades.

Thanks to all of you that responded to my questions on the ICG Chat group this past year, and who spread fliers. You were a big help in everything from the formation of the rules, to choosing the dimensions of the stage, to award specifics, to furthering my understanding of the ICG guidelines and Worldcon costume traditions in general. For those of you who participated, either on stage or backstage, thank you! The world is a harsh and ugly place at times, and we brought some smiles, awe, laughter and beauty to it, so I think, in a small way, we have made a difference.

Costume-Con 25

The "Hell Freezes Over" Tour

Coming to St. Louis, MO
March 30 - April 2, 2007

Brought to you by the St Louis Costumers Guild & lots of their friends

Inquiries to: Costume-Con25 c/o Mai
7835 Milan
St. Louis, MO 63130

www.cc25.net
slcq@email.com
ICG Membership Benefits
Your ICG membership benefits include voting rights and a subscription to this newsletter. Chapters that fail to report their members and submit their dues run the risk of being deactivated. Members of deactivated Chapters who wish to participate in activities as ICG members must join an active Chapter of the ICG.

Lost Souls
ICG members must provide their correct mailing addresses to remain in good standing. Voting proxies are valid only when the ICG Treasurer has correct addresses. Please contact us to update your information.

ICG Officers for 2006-2007
President: .................................................. Nora Mai (SLCG)
Vice President: ................................. Jan Price (GCFCG, SIW)
Treasurer: .................................................. Bruce MacDermott (SIW)
Corresponding Secretary: .................. Karen Heim (SLC)
Recording Secretary: ............................ Frances Burns (SWCG)

Helpful Hands of the ICG
Newsletter Editor: .................................. Denisen Hartlove
Internet Guy: ........................................... Jeff Morris
ICG-D List Moderators: ............................... Sherrill Harper, Judy Mitchell, and Ann Catelli
Archivist: .................................................... Pierre Pettinger, Jr.
Parliamentarian: ........................................ Pierre Pettinger, Jr.
V.P., Maryland: ........................................ D. Jeannette Holoman

ICG Newsletter Editorial Board 2006-2007
Chair: ..................................................... Denisen Hartlove (SIW)
Member: ................................. : Nora Mai (SLCG)
Member: .............................................. : Dora Back (Sick Pups)
Member: .............................................. : Carole Parker (SIW)
Member: .............................................. : Betsy Delaney (SIW)
Member: .............................................. : Bruce MacDermott (SIW)

ICG Web Site: ............................................. www.costume.org

Membership as of October 1, 2006 (Paid Through 9/2006)
Beyond Reality ...................................... 25
Chicagoland .......................................... 20
Dallas/Fort Worth .................................. 14
Fiber Fantasy Artists ................................ 16
GCFCG .................................................. 25
Grtr. Delaware ...................................... 5
Northern Lights .................................... 35
NY/NJ ..................................................... 35
SIW ....................................................... 61
SWCG .................................................... 25
St. Louis ............................................... 25
Utah ....................................................... 5
Western Penn ........................................ 8
Less multi-Chapter ..................................<8>
Total Membership .................................. 462
T-Chapter/CGW ..................................... 87
T-Chapter/GBACG ................................... 84

ICG Email Mailing Lists
ICG-D@yahoo-groups.com (General Discussion)
ICG-BOD@yahoo-groups.com (Board & Officers)

ICG-D is open to everyone, including non-members. Instructions for subscribing to any of the ICG email mailing lists can be found at this URL:
help.yahoo.com/help/us/groups/groups-19.html

Contact us at
ICG Newsletter, c/o Denisen Hartlove, Editor
5532 Montana Drive
Concord, CA 94521 USA

Publication Specifications/Advertising
Deadline to receive materials or advertising for print: The 15th of the month prior to publication. Further, updated information will be included in the next issue. Please get us your submissions and advertisements for the next issue by no later than November 1, 2006.

Electronic submissions
Electronic submissions must be at least 300 dpi resolution. Material may be formatted as follows: text, RTF, MS Word or Corel WordPerfect. Graphics at 300 dpi resolution in GIF, JPG or TIF.
Email to newsletter@costume.org, or send CD/disk to The ICG Newsletter address above. Contact us first before sending attachments in email - we're sensitive to viruses!

Hard copy submissions (if absolutely necessary)
Send by mail to The ICG Newsletter address above. We reserve the right to retain all hard copy unless accompanied by a SASE.

Advertising rates
Ad rates for the ICG newsletter are per issue. Please make payment to The ICG, Inc. and send with advertising copy to The ICG Newsletter address above. Ads received without payment will not be published. Advertising revenues are used to defray the cost of mailing the newsletter. Additional proceeds benefit the International Costumers' Guild, Inc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Size</th>
<th>Member Rates</th>
<th>Non-Member Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Page</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Page</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Page</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth Page (Business Card)</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Ads</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>50 cents/word</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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